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Abstract
Presented work focuses on proposal of new service delivery method based on innovative idea of sharing services
among operators and service providers. The proposal is
aimed to extend architecture of IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS) in order to enable service sharing. The extension
is named Service sharing System (SSS).
IMS architecture supplement is deﬁned as application
server, its structure, blocks, relationships and communication among involved entities is proposed.
The reason for such extension deﬁnition is that the IMS
is for upcoming decade preferred communication technology focused on delivering multimedia services. With its
service-oriented and layered architecture it enables provisioning of variety of services and adoption 3rd party
providers’ services.
However, communication network operators are loosing
market share of service providers at expense of Apple’s
iPhone and Google’s Android. If they want to reverse
the trend of becoming only Internet connection providers,
they need to focus on customers’ satisfaction and oﬀer
variety of interesting services. Such requirement can be
fulﬁlled by changing their ”Walled garden” thinking and
opening their environments to 3rd party service providers.
For this purpose we propose mentioned Service Sharing
System.
SSS oﬀers listing and categorization of services, which
does not exist in any former nor current communication
network. Compiled of services oﬀered by home operator
and other service providers, the list of services is presented
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to customers, which can browse it, choose a service (e.g.
TV stream) and use it regardless of who provides it.
The solution is win-win for all involved parties while it
brings higher quality and variety of services to customers
while producing higher income for operator and also for
service provider.
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1. Introduction
Multimedia services became very important part of human communication - amount of audio, video, text and
data transfers rises continuously [10]. Delivering multimedia services is than a very popular topic in the ﬁeld of
communication. IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is one
of the most promising and preferred architectures among
communication systems [18]. It was meant to be a core
of 3rd generation mobile networks [2]. Later, by adopting
diﬀerent access technologies it became architecture, which
is a base for ﬁxed-mobile convergence [3]. Its layered and
service-oriented architecture enables access technology independence, fast service deployment in multimedia environment, easy network management and QoS management in IP networks [8]. IMS brings ability to provide
many services to diﬀerent types of customers while shortening time-to-market.
Telecommunication networks development is from last centuries characterized by evolution from Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) and Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) through Intelligent Networks (IN) up to
Next Generation Networks (NGN). Each generation of
communication networks provided services to customers
in a diﬀerent way. However, there are two problems which
none of them reﬂected. The ﬁrst one is unmet need for
liberalization of market of services, which is always an important topic [11, 21, 14] (in this article, a service means
e.g. TV stream, call recording service, information ex-
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change, content delivery etc.). The second issue is tight
to absence of a list of categorized services, which are available to customers (Internet as a communication network
also lacks such option). To solve both presented problems and open communication networks to 3rd party service providers in order to provide variety of services to
customers, Service Sharing System (SSS) deployed in a
network of interconnected IMS domains and operators is
proposed.
The main aim of SSS deployment is fulﬁllment of demand
of liberalization of market of services [5]. Currently operators deploy services in their own networks utilizing Walled
garden approach [12]. This approach attracts operators
to oﬀer only their own services to their own customers.
To meet a demand of opening the market of telecommunication services and enable competitive environment
[5], SSS is proposed. It utilizes simple idea of collection
and categorization of information about all available services provided by any network operator or service provider
(commonly Shared Service Provider - SSP) with connection to Consuming Operator (CO). The list of categorized
services is after collection presented to customers of CO
which can than use any of oﬀered services. As proven
by rising market of smart phones applications developed
by diﬀerent vendors, such approach gives customers larger
freedom of service provider choice and thanks to the competitive environment brings higher quality and amount of
services to them.
Similar idea of opening the market of carriers to liberalization has been presented in [16], where authors discussed Telecommunications Service Exchange (TSE). It
enables a customer to use a service which ﬁts his requirements best. A service in [16] means a call placement and
optimized parameter of connection is price for the call.
TSE uses automatic agents in auction to negotiate cheapest service for a customer with respect to desired quality
of service, network parameters and price the customer is
willing to pay for the service.
The main aim of presented work is to propose IMS architecture supplement (SSS) enabling competitive market of
services and to deﬁne its architecture, blocks, relationships and communication among involved entities.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides motivation for proposed extension, Section 3 compares three
concepts of communication networks while discussing their
orientation on services while Section 4 introduces IMS architecture. Section 5 describes Service Sharing System as
an idea of sharing services in the IMS networks while Section 6 gives closer view to technical details of SSS. Section
7 describes architecture of proposed application servers,
its entities and their communication. Section 8 provides
overview of deployed testbed and testing scenarios and
concluding remarks are given in Sections 9.

2. Motivation for SSS extension
2.1 Liberalization
It has been proven that liberalization in any market brings
higher quality of the segment. In telecommunications,
which highly aﬀect also employment in other sectors of
economy [11], liberalization increases coverage and availability of communication services. It brings new possibilities also to low-income part of population. Countries
with fully liberalized communication sector grow up to
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1% faster than countries without any liberalization [11].
Liberalization in telecommunication sector can be divided
into two levels. The ﬁrst level means bringing new operators to the country and letting them build infrastructure
and provide voice and other communication services. The
second level means that established operators allow their
customers to use value-added services provided by other
service providers (e.g. download ring tones, record a call,
establish voice mail etc.).
Currently, many countries achieved the ﬁrst level of liberalization which resulted in increased penetration of communication services and in many cases helped economies
to grow. The second level is currently hard to achieve
due to technology reasons as well as operators’ attitude to
opening their networks to service providers (Walled garden). However, extending market of smart phones proves
that users want to customize their devices and use them
in diﬀerent ways while downloading and using variety
of applications developed by diﬀerent providers. In the
meanwhile, network operators utilizing Walled garden approach loose the market at the expense of Apple’s iPhone
and Google’s Android. Innovative companies’ philosophy
opens their platforms to any developer and progressive application. The outcome of open approach is satisﬁed user,
developer having income and a corporation distributing
the application and increasing its proﬁt. The other important outcome is improvement in several service quality
attributes [22] - higher service availability, functionality,
reliability, performance and stability achieved by competition and redundancy of services oﬀered by diﬀerent service providers.
Communication networks operators need to change their
business model not to become just mobile and ﬁxed Internet connection providers.

2.2 Service indexing, categorization and listing
In current nor former communication technologies there
does not exist any list of available services. If a user decides to use a service, he has to ﬁnd it by himself. It means
to go to information channel of his operator (store, web
page, customer service) or browse the Internet and search
for appropriate service. Such approach is time consuming
and many times leads to a situation when usual user gives
up his demand for a service while it is diﬃcult to obtain
it. It is deﬁnitely not what operator wants to happen. Afterwards, there is a serious demand for indexing, categorization and listing of available services similar to Apple’s
AppStore or Android Market. Such browsing and searching engine would give customers better access to services
and become an important part of service delivery.
In combination with second level liberalization, service
indexing, categorization and listing could bring win-win
solution increasing customer’s satisfaction and income of
operator and also service provider.

3. Communication networks evolution and
services
In former generations of telecommunication networks, operators were interconnected mostly via Peering Centers
allowing their customers to reach each other. To achieve
higher reliability of interconnection, mesh topology of interconnecting network was used. Internet appeared later
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Figure 1: Example of operators’ interconnection
using Peering centers.

Figure 2: Internet - users and services are pushed
to the edge of network.

as a non-intelligent network pushing users and servers to
the edge of the network and providing services to everyone. Such approach allowed very fast development and
adoption of new services.

• no list of services - a user needs to ask his operator
if a service is available

In this work, we shall name interconnection of telecommunication networks operators via Peering Center as Concept 1 network (see Figure 1) and the idea of Internet as
non-intelligent network pushing users and servers to the
edge as Concept 2 network (Figure 2).

3.1 Concept 1
Peering center is a central point of network which connects telecommunication operators together (Figure 1).
Towards it an operator forwards a request for call establishment which is routed to destination operator and to
called party.
Features of Concept 1 networks:

• no service sharing except roaming services
Architecture of operators’ interconnection via Peering Centers enables only few services related to the interconnection to be oﬀered to customers. It allows placing phone
calls and sending messages (SMS, MMS) from one operator’s customer to a customer of another operator and
enables roaming in mobile networks.

3.2 Concept 2
Internet can represent Concept 2 where the network does
not have any intelligence from services point of view. It
only provides data transport, while services’ intelligence
is pushed to the edge of network (see Figure 2).
Features of Concept 2:

• a user is identiﬁed by telephone number with preﬁxes identifying operator and country
• routing of calls and text messages is based on hierarchical dial plan
• in ﬁxed lines preﬁx identiﬁes geographical area, in
mobile networks preﬁx identiﬁes network operator

• connection of a user and service to the network is
identiﬁed by IP address and DNS record
• routing of packets is based on IP addressing and
DNS records

• telephone number can be transferred to another operator

• Internet access providers have IP addresses ranges
assigned by central authority - IANA [17]

• high availability of networks (99,999% [15])

• some services use email-like format for users’ identiﬁcation

• high scalability of networks
• closed environment of interconnected operators
• high level of security
• authorization to services done manually by operator
• high CAPEX and OPEX for network building and
provisioning
• Walled Garden approach to services - operator implements own services in own network
• service logic implemented in each exchange (PSTN
networks) - high expenses in maintenance and service implementation, later generations implemented
services centrally (Intelligent Networks)

• availability of Internet access and services never reaches 99.999%
• open environment - unless restricted, Internet provides access to all services (email, chat, video, music,
VoIP etc.)
• security depends on service implementation and security rules adopted by access network provider and
service provider
• authentication and authorization to a service needs
to be implemented in a service logic
• low expenses for a server and user connection
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Figure 3: Concept 3 - reliable operatos’ interconnection with access to variety of services.
• low expenses of network provisioning - operational
costs cover maintenance of the network, services are
maintained by service providers
Figure 4: IMS layered architecture.
• easy low cost service deployment - anybody can add
a new service to Internet
• services centralization - services are implemented on
servers connected to the edge of network and available to any user world-wide
• services are available anytime and anywhere (unless
service or connection failure occurs)
• number of available services is much higher in comparison to Concept 1
• no list of services - a user needs to search for a service using indexing search engine or know the exact
address of the service (IP or DNS record)
• no need for service sharing

3.3 Concept 3
Convergence of telecommunications and computer networks driven by Next Generation Networks (NGN) and
especially IMS is the next step in evolution of telecommunications. While operators must be reliably and safely
interconnected to provide high availability of basic communication services [15] (Concept 1), they also need to
meet rising customers’ demand of using variety of services available at Internet and demand for communication with customers of Internet communication services
providers (SIP, Instant Messaging, proprietary communication platforms, etc.).
Concept 3 (see Figure 3) brings main advantages of Concepts 1 and 2 together - reliable interconnection and variety of services. Concept 3 uses IMS architecture in core
networks of operators. As IMS utilizes SIP as a signaling
protocol, it enables also easy usage of 3rd party services
(e.g. voice mail, video-on-demand or content sharing provided by server at Internet or by another operator).
SSS brings into such environment possibility to index,
categorize and list all available services. Customers can
browse and use any service oﬀered by any provider.

4. IP Multimedia Subsystem
IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) currently does not have
any real alternative as next step in communication networks development. PSTN is in developed countries enriched by Intelligent Networks, however the next step is
switching to Next Generation Networks [20]. Softswitch
as NGN architecture [31] has been already deployed in
many networks. Most of vendors however end support of
former technologies and focus on IMS development and
deployments [18].
Its main features include strong service orientation in architecture which is composed of 3 layers logically diﬀerentiating functional nodes [12] (see Figure 4). Transport
layer is responsible for connecting diﬀerent access technologies users’ devices to the IMS domain and for connection of the domain to other packed-switched and circuitswitched networks. Control layer is responsible for authentication, routing of SIP messages and distributing
traﬃc between Transport and Service/Application layers. Main components of control layer are Call Session
Control Function (CSCF) and Home Subscriber Service
(HSS). CSCF is SIP messages routing and authentication
node, HSS is the main database containing information
about customers and services. Service/Application layer
contains Application Servers (AS) which provide various
services to customers, i.e. Presence, Interactive Voice
Response, call recording, voice mail, instant messaging,
conferencing, video streaming, Video On Demand, IPTV,
Push-to-talk-over-Cellular (PoC) and others.
IMS enables convergence of telecommunication and computer networks as it is based on IP protocol. It brings real
ﬁxed-mobile convergence thanks to diﬀerent gateways in
Transport layer.
IMS is based on open standards of several standardization
bodies including 3GPP [1], 3GPP2 [4] and ETSI workgroup of TISPAN [29]. Signalization and session procedures are provisioned by open protocols - SIP protocol [26]
and Diameter [7] are used for signaling while data streams
carrying audio, video or other data are transported using
RTP protocol [27].
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Thanks to service orientation of IMS architecture deployment of new services is simple. Time-to-market which is
currently very important factor of gaining service popularity is than shortened. It is also one of our main
aims while developing SSS. New services are deployed
by introducing appropriate application server into Service/Application layer. Strong advantage of layered architecture is the fact that lower layers serve needs of application layer so service developer does not need to concern about delivery of messages, reserving resources for
the session etc.

access e.g. video stream or conferencing service of second
operator brings satisﬁed customers to the ﬁrst one and
increased proﬁt to the second one.

IMS enables setting of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters in IP networks while introducing resource reservation in the time of multimedia session setup. It serves as
a platform for delivering multimedia services to diﬀerent
access technology based devices.

As seen from rising market of smart phones and their usage surveys, customers do not use their devices only for
making phone calls but also for sending messages, browsing Internet, sending emails, listening to music, watching videos, creating and publishing content, connecting
to friends etc. Such usage shows that customers are willing to use variety of services if they are able to and they
are also willing to pay for them if their quality is good.

Users and services are in SIP protocol and in IMS identiﬁed by email-like format identiﬁer with SIP preﬁx (e.g.
sip:user@domain). It has many advantages in comparison to PSTN phone numbers format. The main advantage
which is also important for our SSS proposal is DNS based
routing of SIP messages. It enables easy usage of 3rd
party services while messages can be routed by lower layers of OSI reference model regardless whether it is transferred through telecommunication operators or Internet.
The other important advantage is easy-to-remember name
of a service provider or a service which one user wants to
recommend to others.
One of desired features of services provided via Internet
comes out of customers’ requirements in recent years. As
number of services used by each user is high and almost
all services require usage of security credentials, there is a
call for easy access to all services. As users do not want to
remember new credentials for each service they use, there
are technologies which enable access to multiple services
using one set of credentials [19]. However, in IMS no such
initiative is necessary as users sign up to the operator’s
network and from that point they are strictly identiﬁed.
This feature allows easy payment for a service or content
as the cost can be charged to customer’s invoice.

5. Service Sharing System
The proposed Service Sharing System introduces two new
concepts into market of communication services:
• it presents available services to customers directly
through their devices
• it enables customers to use a service regardless of
its provider
The ﬁrst feature is inspired by market of applications
which users of e.g. iPhone and Android OS can use to
search for and install new application onto their device.
None of current or recent communication networks (including Internet) give such opportunity to their users and
their demands-in-the-moment (e.g. for watching a football match) are not met. The second feature comes out
from the demand for liberalization of market of communication services. Opening the market to new providers
would bring competitive environment, variety and higher
quality of services. Moreover, sharing services among network operators and enabling one operator’s customers to

The sharing approach is a win-win solution for all involved
parties - a customer is satisﬁed because of getting variety
of high quality services as product of competition, service
provider oﬀers services to wider audience and home operator of the customer charges extra fees and increases
his proﬁt. At the end SSS brings more services to more
customers.

Network operators are currently loosing the market of services at the expense of Apple’s iPhone and Google’s Android. The reason is that Apple AppStore and Android
Market give a user freedom of customization of his device
and usage of variety of applications. Similar approach
(represented also by SSS) should be adopted in meaner of
providing services by operators.
There are two possible relationships between two operators :
1. corporate relationship - both operators belong to an
international corporation
2. competitive relationship - two operators operate at
the same geographical area and compete for customers
It is obvious that in the ﬁrst case SSS is much more suitable in comparison to the second one. ”Mother - daughter” or other corporate relationship allows easy transfer
of know-how and services among operators. Its adoption
decreases costs for services’ deployment and provisioning
and usually such companies do not share the same market
but operate in diﬀerent geographical areas.
The second - competitive relationship might seem unsuitable for SSS deployment. It is a situation similar to introduction of virtual operators in past [23, 28] where the
telecommunication market has been opened to operators
which do not deploy their own physical networks but use
existing infrastructures of established operators.
Similarly, by deploying SSS, operators open their networks to service provides and let them gain proﬁt on their
infrastructure while the provider can also be competitor
to the operator. On the other hand, such sharing principle enables faster services deployment and oﬀering new
high quality services with aim to satisfy customers. The
proﬁt of the operator is in possibility to charge fees for
each service invocation.
From the perspective of a service provider, the SSS is attractive while it allows him to reach new customers which
is in fully or almost fully penetrated market diﬃcult goal.
SSS is for service providers also an opportunity to present
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high quality services to customers of his competitors. This
way he can try to attract them to become his own subscribers (determination of a service provider can be done
by logo or audio message included in a service).
There are several advantages which SSS brings. The main
one is the ability of SSS to collect information about available services from diﬀerent service providers and operators. Such approach oﬀers more services than one operator can ever oﬀer to its customers. It also allows service
providers to reach new market and serve more customers.
SSS also introduces indexing, categorization (based on different criteria) and browsing available services directly on
customer’s device. SSS also fulﬁls customers’ demands for
services demanded ”at the moment” (e.g. speciﬁc TV program not oﬀered by own operator).
Liberalized market gives competition an opportunity to
introduce high quality of services. Their development is
due to higher number of involved providers and developers accelerated which is another advantage of SSS adoption. It also lowers costs of installation and provisioning
of services for operators as they are borne by providers.

Figure 5: SSS information exchange mechanism.

If an operator adopts SSS, it collects information about
available services (as mentioned before). In the environment of diﬀerent service providers, there is high probability of redundancy of services. Than in case of high load
or service provider connection outage, the operator has
an opportunity to change service provider to alternative
one. Such solution increases availability and stability of
service provisioning and brings higher performance.

6. Principle of proposed SSS extension
The main function of SSS deployed at operator’s network
is collection of information about services provided by
the operator (CO - Consuming Operator) and partner
IMS operators and service providers - commonly named
Shared Service Providers (SSPs). After the collection the
information is processed by CO and chosen services are
oﬀered to customers through GUI on their devices.
For the purpose of transferring information from SSP to
CO and from CO to user’s device SIP protocol messages
deﬁned for Presence service [25] are used - SUBSCRIBE,
NOTIFY and appropriate responses. Session stream data
(audio, video) is subsequently transferred in RTP protocol
stream.
Mechanism similar to the one used in SSS has been used
also in [30] where author uses SUBSCRIBE-NOTIFYPUBLISH mechanism enabling seamless access of users
to community-based and user-generated content. User
interested in particular information subscribes to speciﬁc
group and retrieves data. Any group member can access
and change particular content which is than published to
other members. This way information exchange mechanism is established.

Figure 6: Interconnection of two IMS domains
and SSS.
larly, if any change in a service (new service addition, service removal, parameters change, temporary outage etc.)
is taking place, SSP notiﬁes CO to inform him about the
change (SERVICE CHANGE INFO in Figure 5). CO
processes the change, adds its own information to it and
updates its users with such compiled. Every user is than
updated about all changes in service provisioning via described triggering mechanism.
While SSS is a typical Presence-like service based on SIP
protocol, network load and traﬃc characteristics can be
estimated using results of Rishi and Kumar and Cao et
al. which discuss inﬂuence of presence service on network
[24] and model it considering day time [9].

Information exchange between SSP and CO
Mechanism of subscription and information transfer used
in SSS can be found at Figure 5. As seen at Figure 5, CO
subscribes to receiving information about services provided by SSP. Similarly, User Equipment (UE) subscribes
to information provided by CO. These 2 subscriptions can
take place independently one from each other. If UE subscribes earlier to CO than CO to SSP, CO sends update to
UE after receiving information about new services. Simi-

SSS installed in operator’s IMS domain (at CO as well as
SSP) consists of SSS application server (AS) placed into
Services/Application layer of the domain and connected
to S-CSCF, I-CSCF and HSS (see Figure 6).
Initial Filter Criteria [8] must be set appropriately so messages directed to SSS AS are routed correctly through ICSCF and S-CSCF. Routing is based on destination ad-
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nection of IMS domains. The reason for using interconnection with I-CSCF instead of IBCF is that the OpenIMSCore [13] which we use in laboratory environment does
not have any IBCF implemented yet. However, our focus
is not the matter of lower layers interconnection of IMS
domains but Application layer oriented interconnection
where SSS is deployed. That means, that IBCF can also
be used for inter-domain messages transfer while is does
not impact SSS mechanism.
XML document describing oﬀered services enclosed in
a SIP NOTIFY message contains following information
about each introduced service:
Figure 7: SIP messages flow in SSS: subscription
and service information exchange.

• service ID
• service name

dress noted in To: header ﬁeld of SIP message. The address of SSS AS is predeﬁned to sss.<ims domain name>
so no additional discovery mechanism for SSS server is
needed. The logic of SSP and CO is implemented into one
server so the operator can oﬀer his services (role of SSP)
as well as oﬀer foreign services to his customers (role of
CO). However, operator can decide not to share any service as well as not to oﬀer any services to his customers.
This way he is only in the role of SSP or CO.
After conﬁrmation of business agreement between SSP
and CO, CO’s SSS AS invokes sending SUBSCRIBE message to SSP’s SSS AS. The message contains addresses of
sending as well as receiving SSS servers. It is sent to
CSCF function which is part of IMS control layer. CSCF
uses destination SIP address for routing purposes among
IMS cores as well as inside of the cores. DNS mechanism
is used for directing message towards appropriate IMS
domain.
When SSP’s SSS server receives SUBSCRIBE request from
CO’s SSS it queries HSS database in order to ﬁnd out
whether the agreement with particular CO has been established. If so, it conﬁrms the acceptance of subscription
by sending 200 OK reply to CO’s SSS AS. If the agreement is not conﬁrmed, SSS AS of SSP sends 488 Not
Acceptable Here reply to SSS AS of CO.
Subsequently after accepting the subscription, SSP’s SSS
AS sends NOTIFY message destined to CO’s SSS AS containing information about shared services in XML format.
CO’s SSS AS receives the information, processes it into
its database and conﬁrms its reception by sending 200
OK message to SSP’s SSS AS. Subsequently CO’s SSS informs its customers about new available services by sending NOTIFY messages to them. Detailed ﬂow of SSS SIP
messages between two IMS domains and inside of them is
shown at Figure 7.
As mentioned earlier, when any change in a service provisioning occurs, SSP must inform all partner COs about
the change as it is crucial for customers’ satisfaction to
have current information only about available services.
Such update of service information is bundled into NOTIFY message containing XML document with unique
service identiﬁer and new service parameters. The message is sent to all partner COs.
As seen at Figures 6 and 7, we propose SSS for IMS standardized in Release 6 where I-CSCF is used for intercon-

• service provider ID
• service category ID
• service description
• service state
• address of server - IP address, port and SIP identiﬁer if applicable
• device capabilities - including mandatory and optional capabilities required by the service
• device ports requirements
• application installation information- necessary in
case when external application is needed to access
the service
• service delivery parameters - including time of availability, number of allowed accesses, allowed amount
of traﬃc, maximal speed of data transfer and other
QoS parameters
• agreement parameters and charging model information
• other information
• last update - timestamp of the service information
update

Services list delivery to user
Authorization of CO’s user to usage of foreign service is
done while his SUBSCRIBE request travels through IMS
core. S-CSCF checks whether particular user has appropriate service proﬁle set. This way diﬀerentiation of customers can be easily done.
Initial subscription of user’s equipment (UE) to SSS is
done at UE’s startup procedure. It sends SUBSCRIBE
message to SSS application server of his home operator
which is identiﬁed by SIP address as sip:sss.<ims domain
name>. As mentioned before the predeﬁned name of
AS is used so no additional SSS AS discovery mechanism
needs to be deployed.
SSS application server of CO processes the subscription
and checks whether the user has permission for such subscription. If so, SSS AS replies to UE with 200 OK message. Subsequently SSS AS sends NOTIFY message to
UE containing information about available services which
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Figure 8: Block diagram of SSS AS in role of CO.

is placed into the body of the message. Similarly, if any
service change occurs, CO’s SSS AS sends NOTIFY message to UE in order to inform the user about the change.
Information placed in the body of NOTIFY message is
formatted in XML which in combination with SIP protocol has already been used e.g. in [6] for sending event
notiﬁcations.
After browsing available services put into categories, the
user reads information about chosen one and agrees to
payment for the service. Afterwards, the service listing
application on user’s device checks whether there is a necessity to install new application or there already exist
an application which can be used to access the service.
If some application meets requirements for accessing the
service, its invocation is oﬀered to a user (e.g. TV stream
player). Application installation mechanism is diﬀerent
for each device’s platform and its description is out of
scope of this work. However, if the UE does not meet
service requirements, user is informed about this fact and
access to the service invocation is not allowed.

7. Application servers architecture
The second important beneﬁt of presented work is architectural deﬁnition of application servers which provide
functionality of CO and SSP logical roles. The application
servers are deﬁned using top-down method which divides
necessary functionalities into blocks and subblocks down
to primitive functions.
Architecture of Consuming Operator application server
contains blocks shown in Figure 8:
• I/O operations

Figure 9: Block diagram of SSS AS in role of SSP.
SIP message processing block contains following subblocks
which are responsible for SIP messages related operations:
• SIP message processor
• Subscriber to SSPs
• Subscription processor
• SIP message composer
Service information processing block contains following
subblocks:
• Service information processor
• Service information ﬁlter
• Service update module
Architecture of Shared Service Provider application server
contains the same blocks as CO AS (see Figure 9). However, their subblocks are slightly diﬀerent.
I/O operations block contains following subblocks:
• SIP message receiver
• SIP message sender
• Database access module 2
SIP message processing block contains following subblocks:

• SIP message processing
• Service information processing

• Subscription processor
• SIP message composer

I/O operations block contains following subblocks:
• SIP message receiver

Service information processing block contains following
subblocks:

• SIP message sender

• Service information composer

• Database access module 1

• Service update module
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of SSP SSS AS.
through I-CSCF of the destination core (I-CSCF is
an entry point for communication entering IMS domain)
Figure 10: Sequence diagram of CO SSS AS.
Detail description of functions related to each block of CO
as well as SSP can be found in dissertation thesis.
Interconnection and cooperation of described blocks and
subblocks of CO and SSP application servers can be found
in Figures 10 and 11 where sequence diagrams are shown.
These describe operation of CO and SSP AS and their reaction on SIP message arrival, its processing and reaction
of the server to it. It also reﬂects reaction of the server
to triggered service update and server shutdown. They
display cooperation of servers’ building blocks and their
communication.
Detail description of all interconnections and communication of servers’ blocks can be found in dissertation thesis.
The dissertation thesis also contains detail deﬁnition and
description of states in which partners, agreements, customers and services can occur in CO as well as in SSP.
Detail description of data structures stored in databases
of CO and SSP, information about partners, services, customers and SIP messages descriptions are also given in the
work.

8. Proof of concept and SSS verification
SSS has been deployed in NGN testbed of Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The testbed consists of
two via VPN interconnected IMS cores based on OpenIMSCore project. The cores are separated by DNS server
which is conﬁgured as follows:
• requests destined to a node located in the same IMS
core as originator are delivered directly to destination
• a request from node in one IMS core destined to
a node in the second IMS core/domain are routed

Such conﬁguration separates the two IMS domains and
enables that all traﬃc from one core destined into the
second one is routed through I-CSCF where security rules
can be applied.
Deployment of SSS is based on an application server (AS)
connected to each IMS core through S-CSCF, I-CSCF and
HSS functions. As mentioned earlier routing of messages
is based on SIP and DNS routing mechanisms. In case
of the SSS AS its address is predeﬁned to sss.<domain
name> so no additional SSS AS discovery mechanism is
necessary (however, future development can include also
such mechanism).
The logic of SSP and CO has been implemented into one
application server which is able to handle all related functionalities.
The services information is between both SSS application
servers transferred inside of body of NOTIFY messages.
The information is formatted in XML document containing all information mentioned in Section 6. The XML
has been chosen as it is widely used, it was already used
for similar purpose and it can be easily extended when
necessary.
The current deployment fulﬁls following SSS features (see
Figure 6):
• CO SSS AS subscribes to the SSP SSS AS through
two IMS cores infrastructure
• subscription receiving SSP SSS AS reads services
information from database and formats it into XML
document
• XML is inserted into body of NOTIFY message and
sent to subscribing CO SSS AS (1 in Figure 6)
• CO SSS AS handles subscription from user equipment (UE)
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• CO SSS AS receives XML formatted information
from SSP SSS AS and updates its database of services
• subsequently CO SSS AS informs its subscribed users
about received services information (2 in Figure 6)
• UE shows available services to user and enables him
to connect to a TV channel provided by SSP IMS
core (3 in Figure 6)
Presented new service delivery method was tested in different scenarios:
• successful subscription and information transfer from
provider to operator
• successful information transfer from operator to customer and service invocation
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architecture is designed using top-down method. Resulting SSS extension is tested on a testbed in diﬀerent scenarios. Deployed SSS enables real sharing of information
about available services between two IMS operators and
giving customers an opportunity to e.g. connect to a TV
channel streamed by other operator.
SSS is a win-win solution for all involved parties as it
gives more services to more customers, enables operators
to increase their proﬁt and service providers to reach new
customers.
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• shutdown of CO AS
• shutdown of SSP AS
• unexpected shutdown of CO AS
• unexpected connection interruption between CO and
SSP
• service update in SSP
• unknown CO partner
Detail description of testing scenarios can be found in
dissertation thesis.

9. Conclusion
Presented work proposes new service delivery method based on innovative idea of sharing services among operators
and service providers. The proposal is aimed to extend
architecture of IP Multimedia Subsystem in order to enable service sharing - Service sharing System is deﬁned.
IMS architecture supplement is deﬁned as application server, its structure, blocks, relationships and communication among involved entities is described in the work.
At ﬁrst, author gives motivations for such IMS extension proposal. Liberalization as main motivation bringing
competitiveness into environment of nowadays operators’
”walled gardens” not allowing other providers to oﬀer services to customers. Thus small amount of services is used
by customers and operators become Internet connection
providers. The other motivation for the extension lays
in inspiration in smartphones applications markets. Service indexing, categorization and listing is present there
and author wants to bring communication services closer
to their users so he wants to oﬀer available services to
customers directly through their devices.
Diﬀerent communication networks and their attitude to
services is described consequently. IMS networks as result
of convergence of IP and traditional telecommunication
networks is identiﬁed as ideal adept for deployment of
proposed SSS extension. Brief description of IMS is given
followed by detail description of SSS, its principles, architecture and its building blocks and relationships. The
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